Book one of the world’s best speakers TODAY!

WTrainer for your next event, you’ll find no one more
hen it comes to choosing a Professional Speaker/

respected or successful — no one who will leave your
audience or colleagues with more immediately applicable
strategies — than published author, serial entrepreneur
and leadership expert Robert White.

ROBERT WHITE

Whether your audience is 10 or 10,000 in North America
or abroad, Robert can deliver a tailor-made program
combining wit, wisdom and experiential exercises
for useful, lasting results for attendees at your next
conference.

Highlight Video
www.ExtraordinaryPeople.com

For Booking Info:

Among the most endorsed leadership experts in America
and Asia, Robert lives and teaches the principle that
“life is a series of choices and one choice is to live an
extraordinary life personally and professionally.” Robert
has personally lived that extraordinary life and will
entertain and inspire your audience
with passion, laughter and stories
proven to enable them to achieve
extraordinary results. If you are
looking for a memorable speaker
who will leave your audience
wanting more, then book Robert
White today!

(303) 993-4640
Robert@ExtraordinaryPeople.com

Featured On:

Sampling of Speaking Topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Achieving Extraordinary Leadership
Building Relationships that Create Results
Becoming the Authentic, Extraordinary YOU!
Ordinary or Extraordinary: It’s Your Choice
Driving Results Through People Skills
Succeeding In Tough Times

•
•
•
•
•

Selling Your Way to the Top
Achieving Extraordinary Sales Success
Cultivating Professional Relationships
Being High Touch in a High Tech World
Embracing Change With Greater Emotional Intelligence

Praise from Clients & Meeting Planners:
“… an outstanding job of connecting with our managers as someone who has “been there and done that.” … clearly received as an expert
they could learn from and someone they could identify with as an executive. Your wit and wisdom plus the practical exercises you designed
and led, left our team inspired and eager to use what they learned the very next day.” William Burwell, Silvertree Hotels
“I heard many directors state the time with you was so meaningful to them and that they will go home ready to have their best year in
production.” James Prock, American Cancer Society
“Robert’s unique ability to motivate not just one individual but a large group, corporation or convention is outstanding. …he was not
only informative but highly entertaining. If you need a boost in your personal, professional or corporate business life, Robert is your
extraordinary leader.” Judy Fahrenkrog, Kentwood City Properties
“Robert is one of those rare people that always delivers extra insight to every situation. Great wisdom, coupled with flawless programs,
guarantees an above expectation experience.” David Jamison, Jamison/McKay Advertising
“Robert designs and delivers engaging, energizing and ultimately transformative experiences that produce giant steps in personal and
professional growth.” Charles Kiefer, Innovation Associates, Inc.

